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Hue is one of the three properties of color, along with value (sometimes called luminosity) and intensity (or
chroma or saturation). Hue is simply the NAME of a color, like red, yellow or blue. As you know, a great part of
learning to paint or draw in color involves learning to REALLY SEE color, as opposed to letting your left brain tell
you what you think you see, or what you ought to see. And once you get to where you can see color accurately, it
becomes helpful if you also learn to name it accurately. That means giving it a descriptive name that includes all
three properties—value, intensity and hue. For example, you might describe Hooker’s green as a “medium dark,
low intensity yellow green”, or the color of a ripe strawberry as a “mid value, mid intensity, redorange”. When you
start naming your colors in this way, it helps you continue to differentiate small biases in hue, value and intensity,
and that in turn can help you mix better colors.
All of the colors we mix, whether in oil, watercolor or some other medium are subtractive color mixtures, because
we are working with pigments rather than light, and that means that the more we combine different colors, the
more we affect hue, value and intensity, and the more we make duller, darker, less pure colors.
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We all know that without light, there is no color. But we often don’t translate the effects light has on color into our
paintings. We’re prone to painting drab, dense shadows, and sunlit areas as colorless “white”, and missing what
surrounding objects have on our colors as well. Train yourself to just turn off your brain and really see color!
While the objects on the table receive some daylight in
both of the photos on the next page, look what the addition
of the yellow incandescent light from the table lamp does
to the colors of the leaves, tablecloth, and pottery.
Describe (in terms of value, intensity and hue) the color of
the two leaves circled in magenta.
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cise 1:
Exer
ercise
Paint a small study of a still life setup illuminated by natural
light only. Spend no more than 30 minutes on this study.

Ex
er
cise 22::
Exer
ercise
Then, close blinds and illuminate the same still life with an
incandescent or colored light source. Paint a second study,
spending no more than 30 minutes on it.
How does the color of light illuminating your subject
change the local hues of the objects? How does it change
the shadow colors?
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Excerpts from The Art of Color
by Johannes Itten:
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Painting convincing sunlight and shadows depends completely on using a full
range of values from light (white paper)
to dark (near black), and it depends
particularly on the amount of contrast
present between the sunlit areas and
those in shadow. How much contrast
you use will be determined by the
strength of the light on your subject (i.e.
a foggy, rainy, overcast day doesn’t have
nearly the amount of value contrast that
a brilliant, sunny day does, and a sunny
day in Arizona isn’t the same as a sunny
day in Ireland.)
Night scenes are created through
manipulating not only value and intensity
of color, but through dominance. That is,
the night scene may be predominantly
warm or cool darks to mid-darks, but
punctuated by a small amount of intense
lights (windows in houses, street lamps,
stars, moon, etc.)

In 1944, I had occasion to demonstrate the problem
of colored shadows in connection with an exhibition
at the Zurich Museum of Arts and Crafts. A white
object was illuminated, in daylight, with a red light; a
green shadow resulted. Green light produced a red
shadow, yellow light a violet shadow, and violet light a
yellow shadow.

Figure 143

In daylight, each colored light produced a shadow of it’s complementary
color. I asked Hans Finslet, the photographer, to take pictures of this
phenomenon. Color photos showed that the colored shadows were really
present, and not due simply to simultaneous contrast. All the mixtures of
colors in such experiments correspond to additive color systheses, being
mixtures of LIGHT rather than of pigments.
In further experiments, the following surprising results were obtained:
In the absence of daylight, illuminating an object with colored light (red,
blue or green) produced a black shadow. See the red
light result in Figure 143.

Figure 144

Figure 145

In the absence of daylight, using two colored light
sources - redorage and bluegreen - the redorange light
produced bluegreen shadows and the bluegreen light
produced redorange shadows. Where the shadows
intersected/overlapped, the shadow was black, and
where the light sources intermixed, the color was
redviolet/lavender {Figure 144].
When three colored lights were used - redorange,
green, and blue green, the result was that as shown in
Figure 145. The red orange light produced a bluegreen
shadow, the green light made a lavender shadow and
the bluegreen light made a yellow shadow. The
intersection of the three shadows was black. The
mixture of the three lights produced white. This is the
essence of additive (light) versus subtractive (pigment)
color mixing.

In the painting at left( top), done by a student in one of Tom Lynch’s workshops, the goal was to
establish a feeling of light filtering through the trees heavy with Spanish moss, and illuminating the
arched gate. Lack of a full range of values kept the painting from accomplishing the artist’s goal.
After Mr. Lynch “worked on” the student painting, increasing the value contrast particularly
around the gate (the focal
area), the painting was
much stronger (bottom left).
In the other example (right),
the feeling of a sunlit day is
accomplished by using a full
range of values, from the
near black in the windows
and building foundation, to
the white paper on the sunlit
side of the house.
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While you will choose a color scheme or palette of
colors depending on your subject, you may also
deliberately choose a group of colors because of
their potential for setting up a particular range of
value contrasts.
The diagrams at the right illustrate how some common color schemes (complementary, analagous, etc.)
relate to a value contrast scale. Keeping these
inherent value contrasts in mind as you choose
colors for your paintings can open up new possibilities for painting ordinary subject matter.

Assi
gnmen
t:
Assignmen
gnment:
At home, find and set up one to three WHITE objects
on a white cloth. Set them up near a window where
they will get daylight only. Paint the colors you see.
After dark, use a desk lamp or some other form of
artificial light to illuminate the set up you painted
earlier. Again, paint the colors you see.
Tip:
Use a 3” x 5” piece of mid value, neutral color gray
matboard or cardboard, or paint a piece of paper
this size a neutral mid value gray. Cut a small (1/4”
to 1/2” diameter) hole in the card abount an inch
down from the top and in from the sides. Hold this
card at arm’s length and look at the various parts of
your setup and PAINT THE COLORS YOU SEE
through the hole in the card. The neutral gray will
help you see the colors more accurately.

Opti
gnmen
t:
Optioonal Assi
Assignmen
gnment:
Choose one of the color schemes at the right (triad,
complement, etc.) and paint your white objects using
your new, arbitrary colors.

